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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Recently the global covering satellites based DEMs are available with different spatial resolutions have reached 1 arc second (approximately 30m). Although 

it is easy to get free DEM's data, accurate DEM's require effort and cost. The new advanced technologies lead to possibility of collection the elevation data from 

different and diversified sensors operating with different resolution, and different reliability. Research's studies are therefore still being carried out in order to 

develop efficient methodologies aiming at a combination of different DEMs to generate a value-added product that is more complete, accurate and reliable. 

However, a definitive solution has not been reached yet (Charis, 2012). 

 The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) and The Advanced Space-borne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) are two freely 

available DEMs covering the world with a 30m spatial resolution. In this study, these two products will be fused using two fusion techniques. First, is the 

aggregated average or averaging i.e. thematic mean. The second is a proposed methodology based on the vertical distance, weights assigned techniques where take 

the DEMs height error as a weight in the mathematics of fashion modelling. The assessment of the two input DEMs and the generated fused DEM is one of the 

research objectives to evaluate the effectiveness of the DEM fusion algorithm in addition, systematic shift verification for input DEMs based on cut/fill volumes. 

 A lot of studies were done to estimate DEM precision Using geomorphological index (Podobnikar, 2005; Papasaika et al. 2008 and Papasaika and Baltsavias 

2009). Youth (2016) introduces a procedure of multi-source DEM fusion; it provides a solution to fuse multi-source DEMs for low cost DEM updating. The 

coverage of DEM has to be classified according to slope and visibility in advance, because the precisions of DEM grid points in different areas with different 

slopes and visibilities are not the same. The fusion result is better than original DEMs because the blunders are detected and eliminated by statistic tests. 

 Tran et al. (2014) present a DEM fusion study for the global DEMs SRTM and ASTER GDEM, the study was in Danang city Vietnam, it based on weighted 

averaging DEMs based on landform classification map i.e. The geomorphological characteristics of the study area. The fusion results indicate that the fused DEM 

has improved accuracy than individual global DEM and most artifacts are appropriately eliminated. The research concentrates on the assessment of quality of 

DEMs and showing the performance of combined use of DEMs to produce a composite DEM with characteristics equal or better than that of the individual 

DEM's.  

 

Used data and the study area: 

 SRTM one arc second spatial resolution is the first available DEM used in the fusion assessment study. The synthetic aperture radar (SAR) technology is the 

SRTM DEM method for extracting relative or absolute elevation information. The SRTM DEM products are being available globally mainly under two forms; the 

SRTM 1” and SRTM 3”, with spatial resolution of 30m and 90m, respectively. SRTM DEM has the advantages of radar systems and of digital image processing: 

all-weather, night and day operation. Analysis of the differential phase, and therefore change in distance, between the corresponding pixel centers and the 

observing antenna can lead to information on terrain elevation (Li and Goldstein 1990, Gabriel and Goldstein 1988). 

Abstract 
 
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are usually generated from different sensors and processing techniques. Due to the sensors 
technologies, the variations in DEM's accuracy are obvious. DEM's fusion techniques are one of the solutions of reducing DEM 
errors. The crucial technical problematic of DEM fusion is that it requires weights to quantify the effect of the inputs DEM. 
These weights are a function of the height accuracy, and typically vary significantly across each DEM, due to the sensor 
technology, scene characteristics and method used to generate it.  This study is reviewed the quality assessment of SRTM and 
ASTER GDEM2 DEMs using two referenced data sets First, the GPS ground control points distributed over whole Egypt. The 
topographic maps 1:50000 spots elevation for a specific study area located at Delta Egypt was a second data set. A proposed 
fusion technique was introduced using the weighted mean shift by assigned the height error as a weight for each DEM. The 
weighted mean shift for whole study area was derived as a function of the study area clusters mean shift and sub areas. The 
quality assessment statistics using the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) were proved that, the SRTM is better performance 
than ASTER GDEM2 over Egypt. A further proposed explanation concept was justified in order to prove if the input DEM's 
containing systematic error shift or not. Analyzing the cut/fill volume magnitude and direction between the reference surface 
and the DEM's surfaces are ideal path for that concept. After systematic error corrections, the DEM's surfaces are close to 
coincide with the topographic map surface. The weighted DEM's fusions conclude a better performance than other method 
such as a thematic averaging fusion. The RMS results returns to be identical after systematic error corrections and The RMS 
for SRTM, ASTERGDEM2 and weighted Fused are ±6.94, ±7.97 and ±6.71 respectively. 
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 The second input DEM in this study is the stereo image-based DEM technique, Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer 

(ASTER GDEM2). An updated Version 2 was released in October 2011. Additional 260’000 stereo-pairs scenes were added due to improving coverage and fill in 

missing data; many of the artifacts were eliminated, particularly those due to remnant cloud edges. ASTER GDEM2 takes advantage of the fact that the errors of 

the DEMs are of different nature and attempts to find regions (Hariset et al. 2011). The mission reduces the radiometric image variations (refractive effects, sun 

illumination, and temporal changes) and thus increases the correlation success rate in any image matching. 

 In the research fusion methodology for the SRTM and ASTER GDEM2, DEM's were assessed using two types of reference data set. First set is, a 389 

deferential GPS ground control points (GCP) acquired from multiple data sources and covered almost the whole Egypt (Salem et al 2013). Second set is more than 

four thousand digitized spots elevation point implemented from a six hard copy map sheets with scale 1:50000. The study area extended to cover about 4374 

km2.The area is located as a part of Giza, Banisuif, and Elfayoum governorates along the river Nile as shown in figure (1). The selected study area covers 81 km x 

54 km and located from (31° 00’ E to 31° 30’ E) and (29° 00’ N to 29° 45’ N). 

 
Fig. 1: The reference points from maps with scale 1:50000. 

 

GPS reference data set: 

 The used reference data set was GPS point distributed over whole Egypt as shown in figure (2). The GCPs' is used to validate the vertical accuracy generated 

from fusion DEM's. The GPS points are coming from different surveying national projects in Egypt like El-kanater Domitta project, Ras El- Hekma Road project, 

Egyptian geodetic control network, a GPS national network, El-WAHAT road GPS networks (Salem 2013). 

 

 
Fig. 2: Distribution of GPS reference data. 
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Topographic map reference data set: 

 Six hard copy sheets of topographic maps cover the study area. These maps were produced by Egypt military survey authority with scale 1:50,000. The maps 

were scanned with 1200 dot per inch resolution. Contours and spot elevation were digitized manually by mouse courser on screen at scale 1:1000. Four thousands 

and nineteen elevation points (spots) were obtained during the digitizing process. The Expected accuracy of the generated reference points from the topographic 

maps reaches half of the contour interval (Caruso 1987 and Annamaria et al. 2005). 

 

Methodology: 

 The study methodology to perform the fusion of two DEMs involves the following ordered steps as shown in figure (3): 

 Unify the input DEMs to the same coordinate system. 

 Co-registration for the input DEM's with the reference data. 

 Quality assessment and weights derivation. 

 DEM fusion. 

 Assess the quality of the output DEM. 

 This Methodology procedure is proposed for the fusion between the radar interferometry based DEM technology SRTM and the reflected radiometry stereo 

pair's technology ASTER GDEM2. 

 
Fig. 3: Flowchart for proposed DEM fusion technique. 

 

 The two input  DEM's with spatial resolution  30m were provided in 1º * 1º tiles in computer-compatible raster formats (GeoTiff and ARC/INFO ASCII 

Grid).The data set is in Lat. /Lon. Coordinate on the WGS 84 datum. Quantitative statistical and geostatistical tests were performed on the two spatial data sources 

to determine their suitability for accuracy assessment in different scenarios. Moreover, the datum conversion operation is an important step to get the two data sets 

are coincides in the same datum and same coordinate system. 

 The mathematical formulation of the fusion is based on the weights derivation from the height error between the DEM's surface and the reference one. 

Consider that:- 

 srtm the average of the SRTM vertical shift for all data set. 

 aster the average of the ASTER GDEM2 vertical shift for all data set. 
The inverse of the average height error was assigned as weights. The Wsrtm and Waster weights can be estimated as in equation (1) and (2). 

 

Wsrtm = 1/ srtm
2             (1) 

 

Waster = 1/ aster
2             (2) 

 

 Unfortunately, the weights calculated from the mathematical mean of the vertical shift is a good indicative for uniform surfaces, less covering reference data 

and small study areas. This mathematical mean can't be considered as indication for the vertical deviation for large areas and multi slopes terrain surfaces. It is 

better to divide the study area to clusters; each cluster is covered by a set of reference points and modified weight values can be calculated as follow: 

 Calculate the vertical shift for the points that covers each cluster separately.  

 Calculate the mean shift for each cluster. 
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 Compute the weighted average shift for the total study area by assigned the cluster area as a weight multiplied by the cluster mean shift from the equation 

(3). 

      = 
      

   
             (3) 

 

Where: 

  The average of vertical shift between DEM and reference data set for each cluster 

    The assigned weights for each cluster (i.e. the inverse of the cluster area are assigned as a weight for the mathematical mean of the cluster reference points) so, 
 

Wsrtm = 1/      
2             (4) 

 

Waster = 1/       
2             (5) 

 

Equation (6) is the proposed fusion formula as a function of a weighted DEM's: 

 

Hf = 
                         

             
            (6) 

 

 Another fusion method based on the aggregated average or averaging was performed between the two input DEMs in order to compare with the proposed 

weighted fusion method. In The averaging fusion method, the both DEMs are fused with equal weights.  

 

Assessment using GPS data set: 

 The first reference data set are the GPS ground control points. The available data were observed using a differential GPS technique referenced to the 

horizontal datum WGS84 and the elevations were observed by a spirit levelling referenced to the mean sea level. Extracting the DEM point’s elevation by 

overlaying the GPS points on both DEM's. The export vector tool with the interpolation nearest neighboring method in Global mapper software was used for the 

height extraction. The differences between spirit levelling and DEMs height values and Root-Mean-Squared Error (RMSE) for the residuals were calculated. The 

statistical analysis for the height validation of the two DEM’s and the fused one against the available 389 GCP is summarized in table (1).  

 

Table 1: Statistics of vertical residuals for SRTM, ASTER and the Fused DEM's against the GPS data set. 

PARAMETERS SRTM ASTER GDEM2 Weighted Average FUSED  DEM Averaging Fused DEM 

No. of used points 389 389 389 389 

 

Min. Residuals (m) -25.74 -19.49 -22.46 -21.43 

 

Max. Residuals(m) 

 

30.78 70.20 39.36 45.95 

MEAN(m) 

 

2.03 4.74 3.02 3.39 

RMSE(m) 

 

±7.04 ±12.65 ±8.03 ±8.80 

 

 The results show that better vertical accuracy of SRTM for Egypt with RMSE is ±7.04 m compared with ±12.65 m for ASTER. The mean difference of 

elevations of the two DEMs is 2.03 m and 4.74 m which indicate best fit of the SRTM DEM. The fused DEM RMS is ± 8.03m which indicate that the fusion 

enhances the Aster accuracy but still the SRTM is better. Comparing the two fusion methods results it is clear that, the fusion between the inputs DEM's using the 

averaging methods gives bad results than the weighted average fusion. The results of weighted fusion reflect the effect of weights assignment in DEMs fusion 

enhancement. 

 

Assessment using topographic data set: 

 Four thousand and nineteen GCPs were digitized from six topographic maps sheets with 1:50000 scale covering 4374km2. Egyptian datum used for maps and 

wgs84 used for the DEMs. 

 A co registration of the satellite based DEM's and the topographic maps were achieved to implement if there is a horizontal shift between the two sources of 

data or not. This shift may be a result of the transformation between the used datum for each data source. Comparing the water body surface vector data 

downloaded from the official USGS web site and roads detected on the DEMs with the digitized one from the topographic map as shown in figure (4). The 

difference in X-direction and Y-directions for the digitized common points between the map and DEM were computed. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4:Show the horizontal shift between topographic maps and DEM's.  
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 The horizontal shift obtained are ∆E and ∆N +99 m and +76 m respectively for .SRTM DEM and+50 m and +28 m for ∆E and ∆N ASTER GDEM2. 

 A vertical accuracy validation statistic was done after horizontal shift correction by obtained the DEM's elevation for all digitized spots. A gross error filter is 

an important process In order to eliminate the points which have gross errors. One of the most common and heuristic measures on determining the size and 

ultimately the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter is what is known as the 3-sigma rule(3σ). Three sigma (3σ) filter was done to ensure that the input data has 

the optimum quality (Amin et al. 2003) which is essential for accuracy assessment. In that regard, all digitized GCPs were subjected to a validation process that 

aimed to filter out any data element, which lack a minimal level of reliability. Removing the odd’s values coming from digitizing or typing mistakes a Gaussian 

filter was done by eliminating any point with either it's (∆N) exceed (3σ ) values.  After making a filter only 122 odd points has been eliminated to leave 3897good 

points. The statistical analysis for the entire process of the SRTM, ASTER GDEM and Fused DEM's referenced to data from topographic are summarized in table 

(2). 

 

Table 2: Statistics for SRTM, ASTER and the Fused DEM's using topographic map data set. 

PARAMETERS SRTM  ASTER GDEM2 Weighted Average FUSED  DEM Thematic Mean Fused DEM 

No. of used points 3897 3897 3897 3897 

 

Min. Residuals (m) -20.72 -42.56 -24.55 -58.57 

 

Max. Residuals(m) 22.59 45.89 30.47 82.37 

 

Mean/m 

 

5.13 5.65 5.35 6.33 

Weighted Mean/m 

 

3.97 4.76 - - 

RMSE/m 

 

±8.56 ±9.73 ±8.52 ±10.57 

 

 It is observed from above table that the RMS error for SRTM is higher than the corresponding one for the ASTER which confirms the GPS GCP's results, 

also agreed with the published international results. Regarding the two fused DEM's the RMSEfor the fused DEM with the proposed technique is ±8.52m and is 

±10.57m for the averaging fused DEM. The concluded results prove that the fusion concept based on the weighted average of the vertical shift gave about 19% 

better accuracy.  

 From the statistical above there is a clear shift between the height of reference ground controls and the SRTM and ASTER models. So it is better to remove 

this shift by the weighted mean values. The systematic errors are generally of constant magnitude and direction. These errors are introduced by sensors and 

processing methods, and are predictable. These types of errors cause bias or artifacts in the final product such as systematic striping (Polidori, 1991). Systematic 

errors can be eliminated or substantially reduced when the cause is known. 

Volume analysis tests are proposed to prove if there is systematic error or not. Theoretically the volume between the topographic reference surface and the DEM's 

surfaces should returns to zero cut and fill. If the volume quantity results a significant shift in magnitude and direction consequently the DEM's surfaces have a 

systematic shift errors. By calculate the cut/fill volumes before and after shift removal so, Table (3) show a volume results of the cut and fill quantity between the 

topographic map surface and the comparison DEM's surfaces. 

 

Table 3: Volumes Results between the topographic map surface and the comparisons SRTM and ASTER DEM's. 

Analysis Surfaces Area (km
2
) Cut(km

3
) Fill(km

3
) 

Before DEM's Correction SRTM-MAP 3995.90 18.6435 1.8450 

 

ASTER-MA 3995.90 23.5055 2.1123 

 

After DEM's Correction SRTM_CORR-MAP 3995.90 8.7953 7.8605 

 

ASTER_CORR-MAP 3995.90 10.3910 8.0182 

 

 

 Regarding the above tabulated results, it is clear that, there is a significant increment in cut quantity for both SRTM and ASTER. The cut quantity between 

the SRTM and ASTER DEMs surfaces and the reference surface are 18.6435 km3 and 23.5055 km3 respectively which prove that, there is a systematic shift and 

the cut direction points on the shift in the positive direction and should be deducted. By removing the weighted mean values and correcting the DEM's elevations; 

the results returns to be identical and the DEM's surfaces are close to coincide with the topographic map surface. Also the cut and fill quantities are close with 

slight differences and deviate up and down around the mean. Manipulating the cut/fill data results in data chart histogram showing in figure (5), the systematic 

shift is very clear and well expressed. 

 The statistical analysis for the accuracy assessment of the SRTM, ASTER and Fused DEM's with reference to the topographic maps are recalculated and 

summarized in table 4. The tabulated statistics demonstrate that, the systematic correction of the DEM's surface by the mean value effect on the RMS results 

towards the enhancement and the DEM's be best fits to the topography than before. Regarding the tabulated results the RMSE of SRTM 1sec became ±6.94m has a 

better fits than ASTER GDEM2 with RMSE ±7.97m. The fusion DEM RMSE enhance to ±6.71m after systematic correction taken both DEMs benefits. The 

mean of FUSED DEM is 1.03 which almost intermediate the MIN and MAX -28.86 and 26.155 while, there is a gap between the mean 1.13 and 0.89 and the both 

DEM's MIN -24.72, -47.32 and MAX 18.59, 41.32 values for the inputs DEMs SRTM and ASTER GDEM2 respectively.  From the results we conclude that the 

DEM's has a systematic bias caused by sensors or processing methods.   

 The absolute vertical accuracy of SRTM is higher than the corresponding one for the ASTER GDEM2 which reflects the best fitting for study area 

topography. The fusions with weighted inputs DEM have produced a very accurate Fused DEM with more details and high spatial resolution as shown in figure 

(6). 

 Regarding the minimum and maximum elevation of the both inputs DEM's differ than fused DEM which reflect the changes in elevations due to fusion. The 

fused DEM has features with some clear details than SRTM which obtained from the stereo imaging techniques of ASTER. 

 

Conclusions: 

 The research study is exposed to develop the methodology of the fusion between two DEM's. In particular, the study objectives were achieved effectively by 

first, Evaluating the quality of the two input DEM's. The second step was fusing DEM's using such information. accordingly in all data fusion mathematics 

technique is that they combine data from multiple sensors, and related information from correlated datasets, to execute  enhancements in accuracies and get more 

specific inferences than what could be achieved by the use of one sensor alone (Waltz &Llinas, 1990; Hall, 1992; Klein, 1999). We have proposed a methodology 

for DEM fusion based on weighted average for the vertical shift between the DEM's and the reference data sets. Also anon weighted average fusion method was 

performed to evaluate the proposed fusion methodology and the effects of the weights on the fusions .The two available DEM's are 30m spatial resolution SRTM 

and ASTER. 
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Fig. 5: Volumes comparison data chart histograms.  

 

Table 4: The statistics analysis of the vertical accuracies for SRTM, ASTERGDEM2 and the Fused DEM's after systematic shift correction. 

PARAMETERS SRTM  ASTER GDEM2 Weighted FUSED  DEM 

No. of used points 

 

3897 3897 3897 

Min. Residuals (m) 

 

-24.72 -47.32 -28.86 

Max. Residuals(m) 

 

18.59 41.32 26.158 

MEAN/m 

 

1.13 0.89 1.03 

RMSE/m 

 

±6.94 ±7.97 ±6.71 

 

 
Fig. 6:The topographic relief DEM's MAPs with color coded.  

 

 The weights assigned to quantify the influence of the inputs DEMs at every surface location are function of the height accuracy. The accuracy is significantly 

across each DEM, due to the sensor technology, scene characteristics and method used to generate it. The study does assessment of the two DEM's over Egypt 

using two data sets. First set is 389 GPS ground control points distributed over whole Egypt with known orthometric height. The topographic maps 1:50000 spots 

elevation was a second data set over multi slopes terrain area.  

 The vertical accuracy of the satellite based DEMs compared against the first data set, The RMSE results indicate the good fit and best performance for 

SRTM model over. Egypt topography compared with ASTER model performance. The RMSE for the input DEMs is ±7.04m for SRTM and ±12.658m for 

ASTER GDEM2. By applying a weighted Fusion based on the vertical distances, the fused DEM gives better results than weightless fusion consideration. For 

second type of the reference data set i.e. (The 1:50000 topographic maps spots elevation data set), the SRTM gave also better accuracy than ASTER. The weighted 

fused DEM has a good performance and fits better than non-weighted fused DEM over the second study area where RMSE was ±8.52mand ±10.53mrespectively.  
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 A further volume analysis tests is proposed to prove if there is systematic error or not. Theoretically the volume between the topographic reference surface 

and the DEM's surfaces should returns to zero cut and fill. If the volume quantity results a significant shift in magnitude and direction consequently the DEM's 

surfaces have a systematic shift errors.  The cut/fill volume magnitudes analyses prove that, the correction of the DEM's elevation by removing the weighted mean 

shift from the heights gave improvement in DEM's performance. The RMSE for SRTM, ASTERGDEM2 and weighted Fused were significantly enhanced where, 

the RMSE after systematic correction for the input and fused DEM's are ±6.94, ±7.97 and ±6.71 respectively. Undoubtedly the DEM fusion and its necessary fine-

grained quality characterization of the inputs have several benefits: improved accuracy, homogeneity and completeness for the final accurate product. The 

proposed fusion technique supports the effective utilization for the areas that the better quality DEM is not available. 
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